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BIFURCATION TO QUASI-PERIODIC TORI IN THE
INTERACTION OF STEADY STATE AND HOPF BIFURCATIONS*
J’0"RGEN SCHEURLE"t" AND JERROLD MARSDEN$
Abstract. Bifurcations to quasi-periodic toil in a two parameter family of vector fields are studied. At
criticality, the vector field has an equilibrium point with a zero eigenvalue and a pair of complex conjugate
eigenvalues. This situation has been studied by Langford, Iooss, Holmes and Guckenheimer. Here we provide
explicitly computed conditions under which the stability of the secondary branch of toil, and whether the
flow on them is quasiperiodic, can be determined. The results are applied to "Brusselator" system of reaction
diffusion equations.
Introduction. Consider a smooth vector field on R which has a singular point at
the origin. Suppose that the linearized vector field at the origin has an eigenvalue zero
and a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues -i-/, 3,>0. The aim of this paper is to show
that in a two parameter unfolding of this singularity satisfying explicitly computed
nondegeneracy conditions, there are continuous curves, emanating as a tertiary bifurca-
tion from a secondary curve of Hopf periodic orbits, along which one has invariant
2-tori carrying quasi-periodic flow. In particular, this shows that within a structurally
stable situation one has an abundance of bifurcations that are the first part of a
Landau sequence:
trivial primary secondary branch tertiary branch of
equilibrium--’ branch of
equilibria of Hopf orbits quasi-peilodic 2-tori.
Explicit exchange of stability results are established for each bifurcation. Because of the
concrete nature of the formulas for the nondegeneracy conditions that are derived, the
results can be applied to specific problems for specific choices of parameters. We work
out these conditions for a reaction diffusion problem as an example. We expect that the
method will also apply to certain plasma instability problems; see Crawford [1983].
We shall work within the class of Ck vector fields with a zero at the origin. No
other symmetry conditions are imposed. The eigenvalues are assumed to cross the
imaginary axis "with nonzero speed" with respect t6 the unfolding parameters and
some nondegeneracy conditions are imposed on the second and third order terms of the
unfolding. These assumptions will imply that the trivial solution undergoes transcritical
and Hopf bifurcations. Langford 1979] showed that the interaction between this steady
state and Hopf bifurcation leads to invariant tori under some genetic-type assumptions.
Although Langford’s paper forms the basis for the present work, our approach is more
in the spirt of singularity theory and the work of Holmes [1980] and Guckenheimer
[1981], [1982] in that it uses normal forms and the ideas of unfolding. Of course there
are now many papers in bifurcation theory using this approach, such as Golubitsky and
Schaeffer 1979], Schaeffer and Golubitsky 1981] and Golubitsky and Langford 1981].
Some partial results similar in spirt to ours have been given by Broer [1982] (see also
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Broer 198 lb], Braaksma, and Broer 1981], and Chow and Hale 1982]). As we have
mentioned, we impose no symmetry conditions, but also do not forbid them. In
particular, we begin with a normal form somewhat more general than that considered
by Guckenheimer 1981 ], 1982].
To construct the bifurcating 2-tori, we use a theorem of Sacker [1965]. To locate
the toil carrying quasi-periodic flow, we use KAM theory and methods of Scheurle
[1982]. The results will be local, and will be robust against higher order perturbations,
so we have a form of structural stability. (For global results, the work of Chenciner
[1982] may be relevant.) Despite the fact that individual quasi-periodic flows are
structurally unstable, their occurrence in this bifurcation is stable and in fact their
occurrence along appropriate arcs in parameter space is an open condition. To make
the explicit computation for the example considered in 3, we use Poincarr-Birkhoff
normal forms and center manifold theory, a technique of Ruelle and Takens [1971] that
proved effective for explicit calculations in the Hopf bifurcation (see Marsden and
McCracken [1976] Hassard and Wan [1978], and Hassard, Kazarinoff and Wan [1981 ]).
There are other singularities and corresponding unfoldings where our method
should be applicable to yield invariant tori with quasi-periodic flow. If, for example, the
spectrum of the linearized vector field is as above and the second order terms vanish
identically, then we have a more degenerate singularity, and a two-parameter unfolding
is reasonable only within the class of
’
2-symmetric vector fields. In this context, one
has an interaction between a pitchfork and a Hopf bifurcation. For this case, Langford
and Iooss [1980] succeeded in showing the existence of invariant 2-tori provided the
5-jet satisfies a certain (implicitly given) nondegeneracy condition. In the case of a
vector field in 4 with two pairs of purely imaginary eigenvalues of the linearization,
one expects the existence of invariant 3-tori under suitable conditions (see Iooss and
Langford [1980], and Guckenheimer [1980]). However, as far as we know, only in some
symmetric cases has it been shown that the flow on some of these tori is actually
quasi-periodic. In particular, Guckenheimer [1980] assumes a type of axial symmetry
and Broer [1981b] and Braaksma and Broer [1981] deal with divergence-free vector
fields.
Although quasi-periodic motions are chaotic in some sense, one should also men-
tion that even much more complicated dynamical behavior has been discovered in these
problems. In the case considered in the present paper, Guckenheimer 1981], 1982]
showed that a genetic perturbation of a certain truncation of the system possesses
transversal homoclinic orbits and hence horseshoes. He uses a geometric argument
based on an argument of Silnikov. The precise hypotheses can be expected to be
difficult to check in specific examples of perturbations. P. Holmes [1980] applied
Melnikov’s method to prove the existence of transversal homoclinic orbits for a very
particular unfolding of this singularity. Exact verifiable results are again difficult to
obtain since the Melnikov function is exponentially small and is not seen at finite
orders in perturbation theory (cf. Holmes and Marsden [1982]). These results together
with our result, however, strongly suggests the verifiable coexistence of both quasi-peri-
odic motions and horseshoes, even for equal parameter values. We plan to address our
attention to this question in a forthcoming paper.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In 1 we discuss the normal form of the
unfolding and we prove that there is a curve in the parameter space along which one
has Neimark-Sacker bifurcations. We construct the bifurcating invariant tori near this
curve and show that they are asymptotically stable if they bifurcate to the right, and
unstable, if they bifurcate to the left. In 2 we show that there are continuous curves in
parameter space emanating from the critical curve, along which one has invariant tori
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with quasi-periodic flow. Finally in {}3 we apply our theory to a model system of
reaction diffusion equations, the so-called Brusselator. Although this is a system of
partial differential equations, center manifold theory and the method of Birkhoff-
Poincar6 normal forms is used to reduce it to the normal form discussed before.
1. Bifurcation of periodic solutions into invariant 2-tori. We consider the following
unfolding of a three-dimensional codimension-two singularity (cf. Guckenheimer 1981],
[19821):
(1.1) =(h-o)r+arz+dr3+erz2+ +O(l),
. )kz’F bz2 + cr2-Ffr2z-F gz3 + +0(1),
-V+hlz+h2r2+haz2+ +O(l)/r.
Here (r,z,O) are cylindrical coordinates in R 3. It is assumed that the vector field on the
fight is sufficiently smooth and has been written in Birkhoff-Poincar6 normal form up
to terms of order 1, i.e. the coefficients a, b, c,-. are real numbers, whereas O(1) stands
for functions which are of order 1 in r and z uniformly in 0.
-/ is a given positive
constant, while h and o are (real) unfolding parameters. We shall refer to h as the
bifurcation parameter and to o as the splitting parameter (cf. Langford [1979]). Note that
we cannot further simplify the 0-equation as done by Guckenheimer [1981], [1982] or
Broer [1982], since we are mainly interested in quasi-periodic solutions. Although
invariant tori are preserved by these simplifications, Poincar6 rotation numbers are in
general changed.
If abc=/=O in (1.1), then the equation is classified by Langford [1979] into six
qualitatively distinct cases according to the values of a,b, and c. In each case, if o:/:0,
one has transcritical steady state bifurcations as well as Hopf bifurcations as h varies.
These are the primary and secondary bifurcations. In one case the possibility of a
so-called tertiary bifurcation is allowed, i.e. the bifurcation of periodic solutions into
invariant 2-tori (through the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation). This case arises when
(H1) ab<O and c(b-a)>O.
Under an additional nondegeneracy condition on d, e,f, and g given explicitly below in
(1.14), we shall show in this section that such a bifurcation indeed occurs.
As far as primary and secondary bifurcations are concerned, there are three curves
in the (h, o)-plane, along which such bifurcations occur, near the origin. These curves
are given by the asymptotic formulas
(1.2)
b
o+o(o)2 ’-b-a
3: X=+O(2),
respectively. Along we have a transcritical stationary bifurcation from the trivial
solution. For 0>0 the trivial solution loses its stability to the supercritical stationary
solution branching from it. Along 2 we have a Hopf bifurcation from the stable
stationary solutions that branched out along . For 0>0 this Hopf bifurcation is
supercritical, and so the periodic solutions acquire the stability for a small parameter
range. Finally, along 3 these periodic solutions run back into the trivial solution again
in a subcritical Hopf bifurcation. Near this bifurcation point the periodic solutions are
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unstable. There is an intermediate neutral stability curve for the periodic solutions
asymptotically given by
2b 0+0(02).(1.3) e4 h=2b_a
Here the Floquet exponents of the periodic solutions are purely imaginary. This gives
rise to a tertiary bifurcation into invariant 2-tori (cf. Marsden and McCracken [1976]
and Iooss [1979] for expositions). See Fig. 1. For o<0 the Hopf bifurcation from the
trivial solution occurs first as in Fig. l(c).
(a)
C 3
(b)
O"
# SUPERCRITICAL
HOPF BIFURCATIONS C2
/ BIFURCATION TOA
!/
-----------X/ SUBCRITICAL HOPF
/ l k BIFURCATION:C3/ TRAN$CRITICAL
/ STEADY-STATE
/ BIFURCATION: C
(c)
/
:.----.---’-- ---X
c )*x4
/ C2
Fit}. 1. (a) The curves , 2, Ca and 4 in the (, o)-plane (b) The bifurcation diagram corresponding to
the horizontal section shown in (a); o>0. (c) The case o<0.
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In order to construct these tori one proceeds as follows (see Guckenheimer [1982]
for details): Truncate the equations in (1.1) after terms of order 1-1. The truncated
system is axisymmetric with respect to the z-axis and so the 0-equation decouples from
the (r, z)-part, and corresponding to the periodic solutions discussed above for r:/: 0 are
the zeros (with rq:0) of the vector field f-- (fl,f2) given by
(1.4) f(o,h,r,z)=(h-o)r+arz+... + (monomial of order 1- 1),
f2(o,h,r,z)=Az+bz2+cr2+ + (monomial of order 1-1).
Their "Floquet exponents" are given by the formula
(1 )/2(1.5) l+_ --trDf+__
-tr2Df--detDf
Here Df is the Jacobian matrix of f with respect to r and z. Hence, for the reduced
system, the neutral stability curve for these solutions determined by the condition
Re# _+- 0, is given by
(1.6) f=0, trDf=0,
assuming detDf>0. In order to solve (1.6), we introduce rescaled variables as follows:
(1.7)
and consider the corresponding rescaled (or "blown-up") vector field
(1.8)
Note that there is a reflectional symmetry in our problem which guarantees that for
given h and o, solutions appear in pairs (0, +--r,z). Hence we can replace Iol by o in
(1.7). For small I1, the implicit function theorem applies to yield a solution
+o(o)(1.9)
of (1.6). Moreover, the implicit function theorem applies to yield the periodic orbits
(1.10) e--ro(o,X ), e--z0(o,X )
of f for parameter values near the curve given by (1.9). Their Floquet exponents
# +_ a +-- ifl have the properties
_1 b
--->0, a(0 x0(0))- 0>0(1.11) a’’h’"=--O’ Oh( ()) -: 2 a
All these functions are smooth (in fact locally analytic). Note that for practical reasons
it suffices to compute them up to terms of order 1-1 in o.
Next we introduce local variables near the periodic orbits (1.10)
(1.12) X-Xo(O)+h, e-ro(o,X)+R, e-Zo(O,X)+Z,
and transform the linearized vector field Df to Jordan normal form. This can be
achieved by a similarity transformation which is analytic in o and . Furthermore, the
transformed vector field is brought into Birkhoff-Poincar normal form up to terms of
order four. Again, this can be done via a coordinate transformation which is analytic in
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o and .. We end up with a vector field, the components of which have the following
form in polar coordinates (, q), _>0, in the (/,) plane:
(1.13)
-
a)=A) + 0() ),
--
fl’- n2--- O(4).
Here a and fl are as in (1.11), A and B are functions of o and , and the symbols O(5)
and O(4) stand for functions which are of order five and four, respectively, uniformly
in 4,o and and which are 2r-periodic in . All functions are smooth (in fact
analytic). We have the following asymptotic formula for A:
b
)2 [4b (--b 1) d-4bc-e-2bf+6cglo+O(Ifkl+o2 ).(1.14) A(o,x)-- (2b-a a a
This formula is obtained by straightforward calculations as outlined above. We also
have A(0,0)=0. This is a consequence of the fact that the vector field in (1.8) is
Hamiltonian and integrable for o-0 and X-X0(0) (see Fig. 2, Guekenheimer [1982]
and Langford [1982]). We shall make the following hypothesis:
(H2) i)-A(0, 0) :/: 0.
For given values of a,b,c, and h, this is a nondegeneracy assumption for the third
order terms in (1.1). Formula (1.14) tells us that this assumption is fulfilled for all
values of the coefficients h 2 and h3, and for (d, e,f, g) outside a hyperplane in R 4. Thus
it is genetic within the class of vector fields considered here.
FIG. 2. The homoclinic orbit and phase portrait forf with o:0 and :,0(0).
If we neglect the higher order terms in (1.13) for a moment, zeros of the equation
(1.15) aq-A3-0
correspond to limit cycles of that system. Moreover, if we add the equation -y, they
correspond to invariant 2-tori of the (0, f,)-system. In fact, we shall use these tori as a
zeroth approximation for the invariant toil of the complete system.
Because of (1.11) and (H2) we can write
(1.16) ) oa, (o, A ) + ),
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where the functions &,h and 24 2 are smooth (even analytic), and
(1.17) &(0,0)-a0>0 At(0, 0) f =/= 0.
Hence, if I.1 is sufficiently small depending on o, then (1.15) has a solution
(1.18) Oo-
oA +A2
either for _>0 if 0[2<0, or for <0 if 0[2>0. Thus, a vertical bifurcation of tori is
excluded by our assumptions. Observe that P0- 0 as
-
0.
In order to continue these tori to the complete system, we now introduce the
rescaled parameter A via
(1.19) f--omA, _<lAl_<, A[2<0.
where m> is an odd integer to be determined later and 8 is some given positive
number. The restriction of A to such a domain is quite natural, because -0 corre-
sponds to the neutral stability curve of the truncated system and differs from 4 to a
higher order in o. Moreover, we restrict the
-variable to a neighborhood of the tori
given by (1.18), i.e. we introduce a local action variable p via
(1.20) } po+olAI l/2 Ipl<l,
where the integer n>_m will be chosen later.
After making the above substitutions of variables in (1.1) (the 0-variable is left
unchanged so far), we end up with a system of the following type"
(1.21) [o-o(2pAp+g,(o,A,O,p)+hl(o,A,8,O,p)),
[#- o( fl +Bp+g2( o,A, O,p ) + h2( o,A, 8, O,p ) )
O-Y+o(fo(o,A,O)+g3(o, A, 0,P)+ h3(o, A, 0,0, P) )
Here the functions P0, fl, A,B,fo and gk (k= 1,2,3) are analytic in the variables o,
IAI/2, ,p restricted to the indicated regions. Furthermore, f0 and gk are 2or-periodic
trigonometric polynomials of finite degree in . f0 can in fact be chosen so that it has
degree two by absorbing the higher order terms in g3- Moreover, these functions have
the following order of magnitude with respect to o, uniformly in the other variables as
Iol-,O:
(1.22) p O(Iol<- l)/2),
-
O(1),
m=o(lol), B- O(1),
f0- O(1), g-o(Iol+lols(m-l/a-) (k-1,2,3).
The functions hk (k-1,2, 3) are as smooth as the original vector field with respect to,,p and are at least continuous in the parameters, provided that n is not too large
compared with I. They are 2r-periodic in both the variables and O, and
(1.23) h-O(Iol’-/lol’-’-’) aslol-0.
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Observe that without loss of generality we can assume that f0 does not explicitly depend
on q,. For otherwise, we transform the 0-variable via
(1.24) 0--/+ xI’(o, A, q,),
where xI, is the solution of the equation
(1.25)
_____
f0--[f0]
Here [f0] denotes the constant term of the trigonometric polynomial f0- Clearly (1.25)
has a unique solution, and this is again a 2r-periodic trigonometric polynomial in q,
with coefficients depending smoothly (even analytically) on o and IAI 1/9-. The new
0-equation reads as follows:
(1.26) =V+o[fo]+o{g3+h3}-o
-
(g2+h2).
The other equations in (1.21) are not affected by this transformation. Subsequently we
shall simply assume that f0 does not depend on in (1.21).
Now we are ready to apply Sacker’s theorem (Sacker [1965, Thm. 1]) on invariant
submanifolds to prove the following result:
THEOREM 1.1. Let the vectorfield in (1.1) be of class C with r_>21. Moreover, let the
coefficients a, b, c,... satisfy the hypotheses (HI) and (H2). Let iS (0, 1) be some given
number and denote by S the regions of the (), o )-plane which are bounded by the two
curves )=O,o(O)++-i$ol and):O)o(O)+--o, where X0(o) is as in (1.9). Then, there is a
positive oo such that, for all parameter values either in S+ fq {()k, o)l I1 -<0} or in S- A
{(,,o)111_<0} depending on the sign of f, the system (1.1)possesses an invariant 2-torus
of class C i. This torus depends continuously on the parameters. If f >0 it exists in S
and is locally attractive. If <0 it exists in Sd- and is locally repelling. (Thus we have the
usual exchange ofstability phenomenon.)
Proof. We apply Sacker’s theorem to the transformed system (1.21). To this end we
set 1= 21, m=9, n= 10 for the integers in (1.1), (1.19) and (1.20). Then, in Sacker’s
notation we have u=p, Xl’-’dp, X2--O t-"t:110, tol--ofl+oBPo, to2--Y+of0, P=
09-pgA/o 10, Al=(g2+h2)/o9, A2--(g3+h3)/o9, and -(gl +hl)/O9. So we are in
his degenerate case i). Because of (H2), P is strictly bounded away from zero. The sign
of P is equal to that of f. Furthermore, (1.22) and (1.23) imply that the functions k
and ( together with all their derivatives with respect to 0, q, p, up to order r tend to
zero uniformly as o--, 0. Hence, for IS_<IAI_< and IAI sufficiently small Sacker’s theorem
applies to yield an invariant manifold of (1.21) given by a function
(1.27) O=z(o,A,0,O),
which is Cr- and 2r-periodic in 0 and q and together with its derivatives continuous
in A and o. Note that the estimates in Sacker’s proof are independent of to=(tol, to2) in
bounded regions. Hence it does not matter that to depends on o in our ease. Now, in
view of (1.19), A has to be chosen positive if f<0 and negative if f> 0. This proves the
two alternatives in the existence part of the theorem. In order to prove the stability
assertion, note that the constructed torus is locally stable if
-#P is positive i.e., if
f<0 (of. (1.16)) and unstable if this matrix is negative, i.e. if f> 0. ff]
Remark 1.2. The regularity assumption in Theorem 1.1 is obviously not optimal.
Moreover, the existence domain of the tori in the (,, o)-plane is only estimated very
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roughly. It cannot be expected in general that the tori reach the curve h-oh0(o), i.e.
/$-0, for this curve is only an approximate neutral stability curve for the periodic
solutions of (1.1). However, we still aim to show that the tori actually emanate along
curves from the exact neutral stability curve 4-
To prove this, one has to localize the vector field around the exact periodic
solutions of (1.1) rather than around approximate solutions as in (1.12). Moreover, the
complete 2-jet of the localized vector field has to be taken into consideration for the
construction of a zeroth approximation of the toil. To this end, one has to transform
away all nonresonant terms of the 2-jet. In fact, there is an almost identical transforma-
tions of the variables A, R, Z, 0 of the form
(1.28) .-+Ao(o),
R-l+Ro(o,,O,,),
z-2+Zo(o,;x,O,k,2),
such that, in the new variables, our method applies uniformly for I.l_< and Iol
sufficiently small. The periodic solutions are given by/-0, +-0, and A-0 corre-
sponds to the curve C4. The remaining resonant terms in the 2-jet (with respect to/
and ) of the transformed vector field are independent of and differ from the old
ones only by terms of order greater than or equal to in o. The same is true for higher
order terms. In (1.28) all functions are smooth, 2or-periodic in , and polynomial of
order two in R and Z. Such a transformation is easily constructed using the classical
implicit function theorem, for there are no small divisors involved.
COROLLARY 1.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then, for each fixed o
sufficiently small, there is a continuous branch of invariant 2-tori of (1.1) which emanates
at the curve C4 from periodic solutions. It can be parametrized by ). For each parameter
value, the torus contains the corresponding periodic orbit in its interior. (The torus
collapses to the periodic orbit if the curve 4 is approached.) It is locally stable if it
bifurcates supercritically, and unstable if it bifurcates subcritically.
Remark 1.4. A result is similar to Corollary 1.3 has been proved by Langford
[1979]. However, his condition is rather implicit, and it seems to be hard to check it in
applications.
Remark 1.5. In many formulations for the bifurcation to tori, a nonresonance
condition up to order four is needed. This does not occur here since the characteristic
exponents of the periodic solutions tend to zero as o- 0 while their period tends to
3,>0.
. The existence ot bifurcating tori with quasi-lmriodic/low. It is well known (cf.
Iooss [1979]), that the flow on a bifurcating 2-torus is qualitatively described by
Poincar6’s rotation number p. If p is rational, then the flow is periodic and otherwise it
is quasi-periodic, so ergodic. Also it is known that there is a set of parameter values of
positive Lebesgue measure for which the flow is ergodic, provided that p varies effec-
tively with a parameter. The measure of this set tends to when the corresponding
family of flows approaches a family of parallel flows (see Arnol’d [1965] and Herman
1977]). The purpose of this section is to show that this actually happens in the present
situation for genetic paths through the (X, o)-plane close to the origin. In particular we
shall see that there are specific continuous curves emanating from C4 along which all
the toil are quasi-periodic. In between these curves one expects the phenomenon of
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phase locking to occur which means that p takes constant rational values in open
regions of the parameter space (see Arnol’d [1965]).
Let # (o, A, 0, qb) be the invariant 2-manifold of (1.21) constructed in the previ-
ous section. Then the flow on this submanifold induced by (1.21) is given by the
equations
(2.1) k-o(,8+B#+g:,.+h2), O-3/+o{fo+g3+h3}
where the p-argument in the functions gk and hk (in (1.21)) is replaced by -. Rescaling
the time by a factor x we get
(2.2) k--_. {+Bp+g,:,.+h2} /-__Y+Z {f0+g3 +h3}.
Now, because/3(0,X0(0))=j/0>0 and 3/>0, we can replace o and x in (2.2) by new
parameters
(2.3)
Recall that
Hence, when m 3 the implicit function theorem gives a unique smooth solution
(2.4) o=o(A,w,,2), x=x(A,,,:)
of equations (2.3) for near 0 and near 7. In particular, we have
(.5) o(A,0,)-0, (A,0,)-
We shall look for curves in (, w2)-space parametfized by A, where the flow of
(2.2) is quasi-periodic with two given basic frequencies I1 and w near 0 and 7,
respectively ( is allowed to be negative). To ts end we first consider the modified
system
(:.6)
Note that the fight-hand sides of these equations are smooth in and 8 and, together
with their derivatives, continuous in A, and (recall that we have only proved that
z is continuous in and A).
LE 2. ]. Let the functions gk and hk be of class C, r 8, in 8 and and let them
satis (1.22) and (1.23) with respect to o(l,m,n as in l). Moreover, let q be a given
integer with q n(n, 5(m 1)/2 n, 1- 2,1- n 1). Then, there is a positive constant c
with the followingproperty. If the vector o_(,) is contained in the set
for some e (0, 1), then there is a continuous function (A,) definedfor
and a 2
-periodic coordinate transformation of class C
(:.9) o-#+v(a,.,$,#)
continuo in A and , such that (2.6) is transformed into
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In particular, we have
q(2.11) A O(Iw
Proof. The existence of such a transformation is proved, for instance, by Zehnder
[1975, Thm. 4.1] (cf. also Moser [1966] and HSrmander [1977]). The estimates (2.8) and
(2.11) are due to the fact, that the functions (o/x){g2+h2}/e2to and (o/:){g3-+-
h3}/e2toq, together with their derivatives, have to be sufficiently small. Here the factor
e2 in the denominator stems from the nonresonance condition (2.7) and the second
factor toq guarantees (2.11). In view of (1.22), (1.23) and (2.5), these functions can be
made arbitrarily small by choosing an appropriate c in (2.8). []
In particular, this lemma implies that the flow of the modified system (2.6) is
quasi-periodic with the two basic frequencies to0 and to2:
(2.12) (h- to + U( A, to, tot, tot), 0- + v( A, ,o, ,o,, ).
Hence, it remains to be shown that there is a curve in (to1, to2)-space, on which the
systems (2.2) and (2.6) agree. Such a curve is determined by solutions of the equations
(2.13) to to + Ato(A, tol, to2),
We shall solve (2.13) for tol and to: using Brouwer’s fixed point theorem.
Let rl *l(e) denote the right-hand side of the inequality in (2.8), and set too (0, ,).
Then, with respect to to, the right-hand sides of the equations in (2.13) define a
continuous map from the ball B(to0) with center too and radius r/, into R 2. This map
depends continuously on A. In order to make sure that it maps Bn(to0) into itself, we
require
(2.14)
where the constant stems from (2.11). Here a difficulty arises. Namely, it is not clear
whether or not there are elements too in I satisfying (2.14). But a measure-theoretical
result helps. It is "well known" (see Siegel and Moser [1971] and Rtissmann [1979])
that the Lebesgue measure of the complement set of I in any ball is of order O(lel) as
e 0, uniformly for balls with small radius, i.e. we have
(2.15)
with some constant , where/ denotes Lebesgue measure. Thus
(2.16) r( q)2__8>0
implies
(2.17) Bn_znq (tOo ) N I v
Hence, if q> and r/is of order less than as e 0, there are many frequency vectors
too such that Brouwer’s fixed point theorem applies to yield a solution
(2.18) to=to(A)
of (2.13) which depends continuously on A (see Chow, Mallet-Paret and York [1978]).
In fact, the relative measure of the set B,_z,q(to0)O I in this ball tends to as e 0.
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THEOREM 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Let S be the regions of the
(, o)-plane as defined there, and let flo be as in (1.11). Then each interval around 0
contains a subset I with the following properties: The relative measure of I tends to as
the interval shrinks to the point O. For all oo I, near the line =% there is a continuous
curve in S
(2.19) h=s(oo,A), o--s(Oo, A ) (8<A_< 1),
along which the flow on the tori constructed in the previous section is quasi-periodic with
two basic frequencies nOoflo and ,. The frequency ratio ,1/,2 is a constant along
each curve. These curvesjoin the two boundaries ofS andform a set ofpositive measure.
Proof. Let the integers l,m,n be chosen as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 and set
q--2. The right-hand side of the inequality in (2.8) is of order less than as s-0.
Thus, according to the above discussion and (2.4), for almost all frequency vectors 0
near o-(0,7), there are values o--o(A,0), -(A,) depending continuously on
A, such that the flow of (2.2) is quasi-periodic and given by (2.12). In view of (2.3) and
(2.11), we have
Now, consider the curves o-o(A, 0) in parameter space. In the ofinal time scaling,
the corresponding frequencies are v-x and n2-r. Hence, for different ratios
o 0t/2 these cues cannot intersect. However, if the ratios for two different 0 are
coincident, the coesponding cues may coincide. Therefore, it suffices to consider
ts subspace of 0 ’s where
-V. In ts case, (2.3) implies
(2.21) 1 + o(Iol).
Thus, with
(2.22)
we conclude from (2.20) that
(2.23) o-Ool-O(o0), I-1= O([o0),
as o0 0. Now set
)-  kx0(_ +
with ho from (1.9), and note that the measure theoretical result mentioned above,
carries over to the subspace of frequency vectors 0 with fed second component
-. Thus, the theorem follows.
Remark 2.3. As in the case of Corolla 1.3 it can be shown that the cues in
Theorem 2.2 actually emanate at the neutral stability cue of the periodic solutions
of (1.1). Ts has an interesting consequence. Passing throu the pameter space on a
path wch ns into one of these cues, one has a bifurcation from periodic orbits
into quasi-periodic solutions with two basic frequencies. See Fig. 3. These are stable if
they are supercfitical. Althou indidual quasi-periodic flows are nongenefic, one
geneficly sees ts bifurcation in the unfolding in (1.1) wch thus ebits the first
part of the Landau sequence of transitions from trivial stationa solutions to quasi-
periodic solutions.
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A PATH IN
PARAMETER
SPACE
A CANTOR SET OF
CURVES OF QUASI-PERIODIC
TORI ( O
FIG. 3. A path in parameter space generally meets a set ofpositive measure of quasi-periodic tori.
Remark 2.4. Note, that for an analytic vector field in (1.1) the tori with quasi-peri-
odic flow and frequency vectors contained in some set 1 are analytic 2-manifolds. This
can, for instance, be pro,ed by the method in Scheurle [1982], which combines the
construction of the torus, with that of the flow on it and thus avoids a separate
reduction step as in Theorem 1.1 (el. also Bogoliubov, Mitropolskii and Samoilenko
[1976]). In general, even C-smoothness is lost by such a reduction process (see Sacker
[1965]).
Remark 2.5. Consider the differential equation
(2.25) ’:/(o,X,),
where f: R R R 3._, R 3 is sufficiently smooth. Assume the existence of a trivial
solution x 0, i.e. f(o, h, 0) 0. Moreover, let D f(o, h, 0) have the eigenvalues a(o, h),
and fl(o, , ) -+- r(o, h ) where a(O, O) O, fl(O, O) O, r(O, O) v 0 and
(2.26) O( a, fl )(o,h) v0 at (o,h) (0,0).
This is a generalized Hopf condition due to Langford [1979]. Then, introducing a and
a-fl as new parameters, (2.25) can be transformed to a system of form (1.1). Of
course, the coefficients a,b,c,..., and , will depend on the parameters in general.
However, our theory still applies to this situation, if in (HI), (1.2), (1.3), (1.9), (1.11)
and (1.14) the values of the coefficients at o= 0, h= 0 are inserted.
3. The Brusselator. We apply our theory to a model system of reaction diffusion
equations, namely to the so-called Brusselator. Although this system originally consists
of partial differential equations, there are parameter values where the solutions we are
interested in, lie in a three-dimensional, locally invariant center manifold, and the
restriction to this submanifold has a singularity of the type discussed in the previous
sections. In particular, the generalized Hopf condition (2.26) is fulfilled, so that (1.1) is
a reasonable unfolding. This example has been studied in detail by Guckenheimer
1982] (see also Keener 1976]). (See Schaeffer and Golubitsky 1981] for a discussion of
the steady state bifurcations near a double zero eigenvalue.) We shall give explicit
formulas for the relevant coefficients and in particular we compute the third order
coefficients. We shall use a complex representation for convenience.
The following reaction schema is considered:
A--,X, B+XY+D, 2X+Y3X, XE.
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Here A,B, D,E are reactants whose concentrations are assumed to be fixed throughout
the reaction. It is the dynamics of the intermediates X and Y which is examined. In
addition, the reaction is assumed to take place in a one-dimensional medium (with
position variable ) and that X and Y diffuse with diffusion constants D and D2. This
yields the following system of reaction diffusion equations
X 02X X2(3.1) O---i-=D,
--+ Y-(B+ 1)X+A,
Oy )2y
O-- D2
"----
X2y+BX.
It is further assumed that the reaction is at equilibrium at the end points of the interval
[0, r so that X(0) X(r) A and Y(0) Y(r) B/A for all t-> 0.
Obviously, the Brusselator problem has the trivial equilibrium solution X(, t) A,
Y(I, t) B/A. Let us introduce the relative coordinates
(3.2) u-X-A, v Y-B/A.
Then the equations (3.1) become
(3.3) 8u DI 2U 1)u+A2v+ ( B U2 +2A
Ov 02v ( B U2a-- D2
---
Bu-A2v + 2A
and the corresponding boundary conditions are u(0, t) u(cr, t) 0 and v(0, t) v(r, )
0. If w-(u, v), we write wt-Lw+N(w), where Lw is the linear part of the right-hand
side of (3.3). Let us consider L as a linear operator in the Banach space C[0, r] with
domain of a definition equal to the subspace C02[0, r] of C2-functions which are zero at
the boundary of [0, r]. Representing w as a Fourier series w(, t)-=w,(t)sinn, wefind that the two-dimensional spaces spanned by the vector valued functions w, sinn
are invariant for L with spectrum given by the eigenvalues of
B-- n2D A2 )gn-- B
-A2-nED2
In particular, L generates a holomorphic semi-group e Lt in C.
Guckenheimer [1982] showed that there are parameter values for which, at the
trivial equilibrium, there is a simple zero eigenvalue of Ek, pure imaginary eigenvalues
--+iv of.Et, and all other eigenvalues have negative real parts. This is a consequence of
the fact that trE is a monotonically decreasing function of n 2 and detE is strictly
convex. If one regards (A2,B) as being experimental parameters with the diffusion
rates (D, D2) fixed, then the corresponding conditions are
(3.4) A2 D2k2 Dt +D2-Dk2 B- +A2+DI +D2
+Dk2- DEk2,
subject to the following inequalities on the diffusion rates
(3.5) detEk_ >0.
There are solutions to (3.4) and (3.5) with A,B, D and DE all positive.
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Now let 12 and B vary in a neighborhood of such a critical point. Then a
straightforward computation shows that Langford’s condition (2.26) is satisfied. More-
over, the center manifold theorem applies to yield a three-dimensional submanifold of
C02 near the origin (depending smoothly on the parameters) which is locally invariant
and attractive for the flow induced by (3.3), and which contains all "small" solutions
which are bounded for all R, in particular equilibria, periodic orbits and invariant
tori near the origin. Hence, the restriction of (3.3) to this submanifold gives a complete
description of the dynamics we are interested in. The corresponding vector field V can
be transformed to the form (1.1). According to Remark 2.5 it suffices to compute the
coefficients a, b, c,... at the critical parameter values, in order to check the hypotheses
of and 2.
Let E be the three-dimensional eigenspace for L corresponding to the eigenvalues
with zero real part and let P: C02[0, r]
-
E be the projection onto E. Moreover, let F be
the complementary eigenspace, and set Q-P-id, Pw-x, and Qw=y. Since the center
manifold is tangent to E at w-0, the Taylor expansions of the vector field V and the
restriction of P(L/N) to E agree up to terms of order two. Let us choose a basis for E
such that the linear part is given in (complex) Jordan normal form
(3.6) Lie 0 il’ 0 7(detE
0 0 0
Then the second order terms of Nle are given by
(3.7) N2(x) [(x2all d- x22a22 + XlX2al2)sin2 +xaa3 sin2k
+ (x,x, +x2xa2)sinsin k]( )
-1
where
(3.8)
a,z-- (B(I 4-’y--D)--2A(I 4-3,-D(I + D,))),
A
t22 I11 23 13"
Now the coefficients a,b, c in (1.1) can be read off from PN(x). We list the result of
this computation:
+
-
sin sinkd(3.9) a-Re
--
__
sin
.2 sin sin k dCI
-1 2
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To compute third order coefficients requires considerably more effort. Here not
only PN3(x) has to be considered but also the second order terms of the center
manifold representation and of the Poincar6-Birkhoff transformation are involved.
(The techniques used are analogous to those in Marsden and McCracken [1976] and
Hassard and Wan [1978].) To be more precise, if the center manifold is given by
(3.10)
and if
(3.11)
is the Poincar6-Birkhoff transformation, then we have to compute the (resonant) third
order terms of the vector field
(3.12) f((2)-[id+DT(Yc)]-[PL2+PLT(f)+PN(2+ T(2)+C(2+ T(2)))].
Obviously, we have
(3.13) f(3(2)=PNa(2)+2PN2(2, T2(2))+2PN2(2, C2(2))
DT2(. )( PLT2( ) +PN2(Y ) DT2(2)PL2).
Hence, T2(2) and C2(2) have to computed.
The contribution of PNa(2) to the resonant terms in (1.1) is
(3.14)
4dl:(-3-y-2DWEy-ID2+(1 +DI)(-Ey-2D2+y-I w 3T-2D)) sin Sd,
e= (-2B(A2+kED2)(1-
-
D2)
(A2+k2D2 )2(1- -l(1 +O ))) ’sin2sin2kd,
2gfl-(-2(A+k2D)(l+y-2D(l+D,))-B(l+y 2D)) sin2sin2kd,
Next we compute the second order terms C2() in the center manifold representa-
tion (3.10). These are determined by the solution of the linear equation
(3.15)
Setting
DC2( )L2=LCz(2 ) + QN2(2 ),
3
(3.16) C9_()- , flijij, flU--flji
i,j
and using (3.7), we get the following expressions for the 2-vectors flu-(fl]i’ fl/)"
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(317). 11--x, (/.q + 2i)t)- 1Q ( -11) sin2
’
’812 =
"
aE/’a 1
(f122-- --a22(h 2iy )- lQ
-1
)sin2k,flaa ass Q (
-, ( 1)ssink,fla--ala(v+iv) Q
_1
-I
Note that
(3.18) B=B,
Inserting (3.16) into 2PN(,C(2)) yields the followg contNbution to d,e,f,g in
(.1.
(3.19)
d2_Re 2(l+i) [( B
+ (+-%)-(+-’(1+,) ,i
+A(1-i7-’D2), sin2d+A(1 +i,-’D2 )B2sin2 d],
+
--(A2+k2D2)-AB ill3 sinksind
A
+ 7(1 + iy-’D2 )f0"/323 sin2 d+A(A2+k2D2 )f0"/,23 sinksind
f2-Re ’r (1-i’t-’D2)-A(1-i’l-’(1 +D,)) fllsinsinkd
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Now we compute TE(:). This bilinear form is again determined by a linear
equation
(3.20) zr:( )li-,ir:( ) rteN( ),
where II denotes projection onto the nonresonant terms. Here the ansatz
3
(3.21) TE(ff )
leads to the following values for the components of ,q C 3.
f-a fo"sin3 d, 222 ---’y--’(3.22) ,l,- ,,
,
3’"
V2
sin ksind, g=,
sin sinkd -,
G-0, G-0,
sin sin k d =
TNs leads to the following contbution of 2PNa(, T()) in (1.1):
(3.23) d3--Re
(1+i) [(43,,y2+Ea22Y,+a12(Y,+EY2))fsin3d
+ sin sinkd
(1+i) [( 2 g 4333,3sin2ksinde
+2 sinsinkd
[f3 -2# 4(a1,3 + a22)q2a) sin2 sinkd
+ 2(X13 ("y233 q-’/2 )q-C23 ("1/133 + "122 ))sinjsinEkd
2# ( a13Y3 q.. Ct23y23 )sin sinEkd.g--V
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Thus, putting these computations together, we end up with the following formulas for
the third order coefficients in the normal form (1.1):
(3.24)
3 3 3 3
d=Edn, e-en, f=f, g-g
n=l n=l n=l n=l
with d, e, f, gn (n-1,2,3) given by (3.14), (3.19) and (3.23), respectively. Here we
have used the facts that, according to (3.20), the argument of the bracket in (3.13) is
just [id II PN2() and
(3.25) HDT2( )2 )lid- II PN(2 ) -0.
In conclusion, we remark that there are solutions of (3.4) and (3.5), such that
hypothesis (HI) of 1 is fulfilled for a,b and c in (3.11), e.g. for k=5, D =0.02 and
D2 =0.09 (see Guckenheimer [1982]). Moreover, if one considers the coefficients in (3.9)
and (3.24) as functions of D and D2 (A2 and B as in (3.4)), then it is plausible that f in
(H2) (see 1.14) does not identically vanish. (The precise verification of this is awkward
because the constraints on the variables prohibit an asymptotic analysis. However, the
numerical computation of fl for any particular parameter values by, for example,
appropriate truncation of the Fourier series, seems to be straightforward, but is not
undertaken here.) Hence, apart from isolated exceptional values of the diffusion rates
D and D2 in this set, both hypotheses (HI) and (H2) are fulfilled. Thus, for these
values, one has, in particular, bifurcation to quasi-periodic orbits lying on invariant
tori. If fl >0, then these quasi-periodic orbits form an asymptotically stable 2-torus.
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